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Introduction

Results
data set
acquisition

• Cerebral BOLD fMRI may be possible without
imposing a model for the hemodynamic function
• First, the image data set can be partitioned into a
set of clusters of time-sequence correlated voxels

• We computed conditional posterior probability of
cluster realization Pr(β = μ | y) < 0.05 and compared
results against selection with threshold |r| > 0.30

image
processing

Efficacy of Hierarchical Model (Tablet 5)

• Second, from each cluster, a set of explanatory
variables can be measured

• Model identified relevant cerebral territories of
sensorimotor cortex and cerebellum in all data
sets in agreement with threshold selection

clustering

• Third, a hierarchical model can be fit to the data
set by using all cluster measurements
extracting
explanatory
variables

• Once fit, the model can then be used to estimate
the probability of chance-occurance of each
observed cluster (Tablet 1)
• This poster describes a novel method for fMRI
data analysis defining meaningful explanatory
variables and applying a Bayesian hierarchical
model for cluster analysis and selection

• Clusters selected by model have mean
|r| = 0.30 ± 0.12, while rejected have |r| = 0.05 ± 0.22
• Model rejects highly correlated clusters caused by
movement because of additional requirement of
measured sample variance σj2 misfit with τ2

Distance metric based on
Pearson product-moment correlation (PPMC)
estimating
cluster
significance

TABLET 1: method stages

TABLET 2: data-driven clustering

Temporal cross-correlation criterion:
N(μ, τ2)

Methods

Null hypothesis:
All cluster variables y were
drawn from the some
underlying normal distribution
with unknown parameters μ, τ2
Given y, can one calculate the
probability of generating
similar outcomes?

• 25 data sets from 6 healthy volunteers (28-55 yrs)
• Visually cued event-related hand motor task
• 1.5 T Siemens Magnetom SE-EPI pulse sequence
• Data sets analyzed with fuzzy c-means clustering1
• Clusters formed based on member-centroid
correlation (Tablet 2)

Hierarchical layers modelling y as realizations of an
stochastic process—each stage is a random variable:

Effect of Data Preprocessing (Tablet 6)
• Exploratory results show largest performance
benefit obtained from (in decreasing order)
normalization, realignment, and smoothing
• Effects can be seen by examining magnitude of
cluster vector y′∈[0,1]4 onto planar projections
referred to as cluster “footprint”
• The clustering algorithm used was less effective
on unprocessed data, producing few clusters from
several sources; sensorimotor cortex was
identified in roughly 40% of the data sets

Spatial contiguity criterion:

The joint posterior distribution for this model:

Cluster Selection Criteria (Tablet 3)

Conclusion

• 4 explanatory variables from selection criteria :
2

• Centroid-paradigm cross-correlation provides the
maximum Pearson correlation r of the cluster
allowing for a time delay d

This is a J+2 dimensional function that is best sampled
numerically using Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods

For example, the third image has contiguity:

TABLET 3: explanatory variables

• Simulate parameters using MCMC Gibbs sampler

Pr(β = μ | y)

Research in progress

TABLET 4: hierarchical model

• Multivariate hierarchical regression analysis
• Gaussian random field analysis of contiguity

Cluster footprints from one
data set for each processing
stage: original, R, SR, WSR

Bayesian Hierarchical Model (Tablet 4)
Cluster 7 has 260 voxels
Explanatory variables:
r = 0.490;
d = 2.0 s
c = 0.249;
s = 0.81
Pr( β = μ | y) < 0.0002
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• Hierarchical model3 has normal likelihood yj|βj,
conjugate normal population βj|μ,τ and noninformative μ,τ prior densities, leading to the
conditional posterior density
p(β| μ,τ, y) ∝ p(β| μ,τ) p(y| β)

μ–

Now with the generated
samples for β, μ, τ conditioned
on y, one can estimate the
probability

• Cluster voxel-map contiguity provides the relative
“compactedness” c of cluster voxels as a function
of a membership correlation threshold s

• Model variables from cluster j as yj = (rj, dj, cj, sj)T a
realization from a stochastic system of 3 levels:
1) observable cluster data y, drawn from
2) underlying processes β, affected in turn by
3) an overall effect μ of subject & instrument

β–

• The proposed model fits cerebral BOLD data from
healthy subjects and agrees with both thresholdbased cluster selection and standard ANOVA

time t

membership threshold s

TABLET 5: data set analysis
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